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IMAGE OF A WOMAN IN EASTERN COUNTRIES
Women, a girl, a wife, a mother, a grandmother, overall woman is a key of a family. World
can never be complete without a woman. Law is the set of rules enforced to govern the behavior
of people. Laws are being made to secure the lives of the women from the violence of their families
and societies, and to provide them with their rights of which they are the owners. This article
covers the aspect of women from past history to the present world. It shows how the law of country
has contributed its best to change the lives of women, to make them live with dignity and respect
not as a slave.
Keywords: Legal status, Women rights, Child marriage, Dowry.
Эта статья охватывает аспект женщин от прошлой истории до настоящего мира. Это
показывает, как закон страны сделал все возможное, чтобы изменить жизнь женщин,
заставить их жить достойно и уважать не как рабыню.
Ключевые слова: правовой статус, права женщин, детский брак, приданое.
Бұл мақала әйелдердің өткен тарихтан бастап қазіргі әлемге қатысты мәселелерін
қарастырады. Бұл елдің заңы әйелдердің өмірін өзгертуге, құл ретінде емес, құрметпен және
құрметпен өмір сүруге қалай көмектескенін көрсетеді.
Кілт сөздер: құқықтық мәртебе, әйелдер құқығы, балалар некесі, жасау.
Legally a female is known as a woman after she has passed through her childhood and
adolescence, i.e. basically after crossing the teenage a girl is a woman. Government of India has
made several laws to provide equal status to women in country and secure their lives from various
violence and crimes. Constitution of India provides fundamental rights and fundamental duties to
the citizens. Rolling back to the history of country we can find the pathetic condition of the women
from the very first era. According to studies, women enjoyed equal status and rights during the
ancient and the early Vedic period. However in approximately 500 B.C., the status of women
began to decline, and with the Islamic invasion of Babur and the Mughal Empire and Christianity
later worsened women's freedom and rights. Indian women's position in society further
deteriorated during the medieval period, when child marriages and a ban on remarriage by widows
became part of social life in some communities in India. The Muslim conquest in the Indian
subcontinent brought purdah to Indian society. Among the Rajputs of Rajasthan, the Jauhar was
practiced. In some parts of India, some of Devadasis were sexually exploited. Polygamy was
practiced among Hindu Kshatriya rulers for some political reasons. In many Muslim families,
women were restricted to Zenana areas of the house. During the British rule many reformers fought
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for the betterment of the women. Women also contributed in the struggle of the independence of
India. Condition of women started improving from the British rule Women in India now participate
fully in areas such as education, sports, politics, media, art and culture, service sectors, science
and technology, etc. Indira Gandhi, who served as Prime Minister of India for an aggregate period
of fifteen years, is the world's longest serving woman Prime Minister. There are many acts and
provisions made by the Government of India for the benefits of women. The legal status of women
in the modern Middle East has been in transition since the early part of the twentieth century.
Customary laws, Islamic laws, imported European laws, and reformed versions of Islamic laws
affect women in" Varying degrees in the different Middle Eastern legal systems, and the status of
women does not seem to have been settled in any of them. Legal issues involving women's status
in the Middle East tend to be quite different from those in the West. Although there are feminist
organizations in Middle Eastern countries, they tend to be small and to lack significant input into
the political process. Thus, the improvement in the status of women has not resulted from pressures
from women's groups as much as from the desire of male members of the political elite to
modernize and industrialize their societies, using law reform as a tool of social engineering. It is
where political leadership has judged that legal reforms in the status of women would promote the
achievement of full modernization that reforms have been made. Often these legal changes have
been far in advance of the state of social evolution; it may take many years before some segments
of Middle Eastern societies feel the impact. While reform may be immediately significant for
educated women in major urban centers, illiterate women, particularly those in nomadic or rural
communities, may not understand their legal rights or enjoy the independence and resources
required to benefit from legal reform. Thus, the effects of legal changes in these societies tend to
trickle down gradually. It is important to remember that the problems of male-female inequality
that have most typically concerned Western feminists are different from those facing Middle
Eastern feminists. Generally, Middle Eastern women enjoy something close to legal equality with
men in political life, access to education, professional opportunities, and salaries - goals for which
Western women have long had to struggle. Moreover, Islamic law has from the outset given
women full legal capacity once they attain puberty. Even in medieval times Muslim women
enjoyed rights that Western women only won much later, such as the right to own and manage
property, to sue and to be sued, and to enter into contracts and conduct business. In contrast, where
Middle Eastern women have been severely disadvantaged has been in the areas of family law and
inheritance, where women are accorded fewer rights than men and are subordinated to male
authority.
While the situation of women has been generally worse under customary than under Islamic
law, Islamic law itself has many provisions that leave women at a clear disadvantage - an irony of
history, since these same provisions at the time of their promulgation in seventh century Arabia
originally advanced women's rights vis-a-vis the then existing norms. Under traditional Islamic
law, child marriages were allowed; a girl could be forced into marriage by a qualified male relation.
While a woman could marry only one man at a time, men were allowed up to four wives and an
unlimited number of concubines. Women were legally required to be submissive and obedient to
their husbands; were they not, their husbands were entitled to beat them and to suspend all
maintenance payments. Obedience included never leaving the house without the husband's
blessings; a husband could gel the assistance of the police to forcibly return his wife to the marital
home if she were absent without his leave. Her contacts with persons outside the family were
similarly subject to restriction at her husband's wishes.White Islamic law schools have differed in
the details of their rules of divorce, women often could not obtain a divorce unless their husbands
cooperated. In contrast, a husband was able to divorce a wife anytime simply by uttering a divorce
formula. Observation of actual cases suggests that many husbands tended to abuse this extremely
easy method of divorce, which led to a great deal of insecurity and anxiety for many wives.
Divorced women often found themselves in poverty, because Islamic law required the husband to
support children from the marriage permanently, but his divorced wife only until the expiration of
three menstrual cycles after the pronouncement of the divorce (or delivery of a baby if she were
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pregnant). In addition, women inherited only one-half the amount of males. This discrimination is
somewhat mitigated by the fact that males alone were supposed to bear the expenses of maintaining
their wives, children and households, and seems less severe when one recalls that under many of
the regimes of customary law that have prevailed to this day in the Middle East, women inherit
nothing.
The provisions of Islamic law affecting women have been jealously guarded over the centuries,
in part because so many of them are set forth in the text of the Qur'an, regarded by Muslims as the
eternally valid Speech of God to mankind. Thus, the influence of European powers, which
dominated the Middle East in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries both politically and culturally,
did not lead to an abandonment of Islamic law in the areas of family law and inheritance even
though other areas of law were being Westernized through the borrowing of European law codes.
Since obtaining their independence from Europe, most Middle Eastern governments have
undertaken legal reforms directed at reducing the inequalities between men and women, but they
have had to face strong opposition from Muslim clerics (the ulama or fuqaha) as well as from other
conservative religious forces, who charge them with violating the Divine Law. The greatest
progress in law reform has been thus achieved by governments which were least dependent on the
good will of the Muslim clergy. Women achieved something approximating legal equality with
men under the forceful leadership of the charismatic nationalist heroes Kemal Ataturk (in Turkey
in the 1920s) and Habib Bourguiba (in Tunisia in the 1950s), under the Shah of Iran in the 1960s,
and in the Marxist states of the Peoples' Democratic Republic of South Yemen and Somalia in the
1970s.
In other Middle Eastern countries, governments had to compromise in their attempts to
improve women's status. They were assisted in these attempts by liberal Muslim intellectuals, who
propounded new interpretations of Islamic law that justified modifying the rules propounded by
medieval jurists to accommodate the changing circumstances of modern societies. Typically,
various modest reforms were enacted via statutes, including such measures as raising the age of
marriage and requiring a bride's consent, placing conditions on a husband's polygamy, reducing
the legal support for a husband's right to demand obedience, enhancing the ability of wives to
obtain divorces over their husbands' objections, increasing a husband's financial liabilities to
divorced wives, restricting a husband's ability to divorce his wife out of court and without cause,
and some very modest reforms in the law of inheritance to the advantage of female heirs. The only
country of the Middle East to resist any concessions to modernity has been Saudi Arabia. There,
women suffer disabilities beyond those required by most interpretations of Islamic law, such as
being required to be totally veiled anytime they appear in public, and being forbidden to drive
anywhere in the Kingdom.
Until very recently, it seemed it was just a matter of time before women achieved equality with
men. However, the Islamic resurgence of the 1970s has threatened the gains that women have
made. As a result of the increasing political influence of Islamic fundamentalism, the liberal
interpretations of Islamic law that had previously gained popularity have been discarded by many
Muslims in favor of more conservative ones. The Islamic fundamentalist movement has
campaigned to forestall any legal changes that might undermine male domination and privilege in
the family and to eliminate reforms that have enhanced women's rights - a campaign which invokes
traditional interpretations of Islamic law as its justification. Many, although by no means all,
Islamic fundamentalists are calling for rigid sexual segregation and the restriction of women to the
roles of wife and mother. Their goals include eliminating coeducation and setting up special
curricula to train women for lives as housewives, removing women from jobs outside the home,
limiting their political role, prohibiting birth control and abortion (both of which were permissible
according to most medieval jurists of Islam, who did not see in these practices any threat to
morality or traditional sex roles), removing women from the legal profession and the judiciary,
and imposing rigid dress codes designed to insure that no man outside a woman's immediate family
sees more than her hands and face. One sees the impact that Islamic fundamentalism can have on
women's status in Iran, where in the wake of the Islamic Revolution most of the legal reforms
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benefiting women have been cancelled and women have been relegated to traditional roles in the
home. Women are now subject to harsh criminal penalties if they let so much as a single lock of
hair show in public.
Outside Iran, fundamentalist groups are pressuring other governments to follow the Iranian and
Saudi models and some regimes seem willing to make concessions to them in the interest of
defusing political tensions. However, while many feminists in the Middle East have denounced
the policies of the Iranian government, it is not unusual to find women who support the
fundamentalists' demands and voluntarily adopt the behavior they call for. For many women in the
Middle East, equality with men and personal freedom do not seem to be meaningful goals. In the
minds of many women, equality and freedom have become associated with undesirable aspects of
Westernization - having to perform full-time jobs both in the workplace and in the home, the
disintegration of the family, the decline of morality, and, ultimately, social breakdown. Many see
in women's liberation a Western plot to undermine native culture so as to facilitate Western
political and economic penetration of Middle Eastern societies. In contrast, the principles of
Islamic law as promoted by fundamentalists seem to offer stability, security, and a way of
preserving cultural identity and integrity. The legal status of women in the Middle East is currently
unstable and problematic. It is clear that whatever progress was made in the area of women's rights
is not irreversible. The previous situation, where a Westernized political elite imposed legal
reforms on societies that were still largely very traditional, may now be reversed. In the wake of
the Iranian example, some Middle Eastern governments are seeking to reassign an inferior legal
status to women at a time when an ever-growing segment of their societies has been influenced by
the women's liberation movement in the West. Under these circumstances it seems certain that the
legal status of women in the Middle East will remain a hotly contested issue.
Conclusion
Women - a human being with all the spheres in her which are considered to be the weak part
of the society but actually are the strongest one. We see in the history of our country women were
ill-treated, were not given any exposure or recognition, but even after such a discrimination there
were females like Rani Lakshmi Bai, Razia Sultan and Meera Bai who even after living in such a
man, society and culture dominating environment, fought for themselves and their countries. By
this I simply mean to say that Government can make laws, rules and policies for our security but
we do need to remove all the fear and hesitation and step out ourselves for our recognition. Nothing
can help a woman until she helps herself. Instead of sitting in pardah women should remove her
pardah and see the world around and her. As we can from past to present there is a drastic change
in the lives of women, now women with their household work also contributes in the earning of
her family and economy of the country. She lacks nowhere behind the man. Everything has its
merits and demerits both, some women make proper utilization of legal securities provided to
them, some misuse it and some are still unaware of the legal provisions for women. Things will
take time to get in systematic manner as I already mentioned government can make laws but its
utilization is in our hand. Women must never be considered the weak part of the society as their
household work is more difficult than a man’s office work. Men for 8-10 hours a day with a weekly
leave but a woman work whole day without any leave. Struggle of a women’s life is more than a
man. Respect woman respect world. One who abuses a lady is the biggest coward. Women are not
weak, they devote themselves to their families but it does not means that they cannot work outside
the house, sometimes they proved to be better than in academic or official performances. “Women
are the largest untapped reservoir of talent in this world”, Hillary Rodham Clinton.
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THE CIVILIZATION AND HISTORY OF THE ARABIAN PENINSULA
This article analyzes the history of the Arabian peninsula. The Arabian Gulf region is a land
rich in monuments that require constant support and considerable follow-up. The limits of
historical knowledge of the events of the past are a hostage to what archaeological excavations
and excavations reveal. What we know today about the political, social and economic events of
ancient history is provided by the extensive scientific work in the fields of exploration and
exploration witnessed by the centers of ancient civilizations in the ancient Near East. The
explorations also provide us with valuable knowledge about the importance of links between the
Arabian Gulf region, in particular, and the cultural centers in terms of the foundations of economic,
intellectual and cultural interdependence.
Keywords:Arabian peninsula, monuments, Emirates region, geographical location.
В этой статье анализируется история Аравийского полуострова. Регион Аравийского
залива - это земля, богатая памятниками, которые требуют постоянной поддержки и
значительных последующих мер. Пределы исторических знаний о событиях прошлого
являются заложниками того, что показывают археологические раскопки и раскопки. То, что
мы знаем сегодня о политических, социальных и экономических событиях древней
истории, обеспечивается обширной научной работой в областях разведки и разведки,
свидетелями которых являются центры древних цивилизаций на древнем Ближнем
Востоке. Исследования также дают нам ценную информацию о важности связей между
регионом Аравийского залива, в частности, и культурными центрами с точки зрения основ
экономической, интеллектуальной и культурной взаимозависимости.
Ключевые слова: Аравийский полуостров, памятники, регион Эмиратов,
географическое положение.
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